Library Workshop
No. of responses = 2

Overall indicators

Survey Results

1. Does the instructor organize the material well? n=2 av.=4.5

2. Is the instructor's presentation of material clear and understandable? n=2 av.=4.5

3. Does the instructor seem to have adequate knowledge of the subject area of this course? n=2 av.=4.5

4. When possible does the instructor relate subject matter to other fields and situations? n=2 av.=3.5

5. Does the instructor respect your efforts and opinions as an individual? n=1 av.=5 ab.=1

6. Does the instructor try to interest you in the subject and encourage you to learn more about it? n=2 av.=3.5

7. Were your responsibilities in the course (exams, term papers, attendance regulations, etc.) clearly stated and explained? n=2 av.=5

8. Is the grading system fair? n=2 av.=5
9. Does the instructor follow his/her stated grading system?

10. Are the methods of testing (examinations, papers, etc.) a valid evaluation of the knowledge and or skills you have gained from this course?

11. Is the instructor sufficiently available to you during regularly scheduled office hours or at other times by appointments?

12. Are assignments relevant and helpful in understanding the subject area?

13. Is the instructor receptive to questions from students either during or outside class?

14. Is the instructor enthusiastic about teaching this course?

15. Does the instructor meet and dismiss class at the scheduled time?

16. Does the instructor return exams and homework promptly?

17. Does the instructor speak clearly and understandably?

18. Does the instructor seem to be free of racial, sexual, religious and political prejudices?

19. What is your overall evaluation of this instructor?
1. Does the instructor organize the material well? Never
   Always

2. Is the instructor's presentation of material clear and understandable? Never
   Always

3. Does the instructor seem to have adequate knowledge of the subject area of this course? Never
   Always

4. When possible does the instructor relate subject matter to other fields and situations? Never
   Always

5. Does the instructor respect your efforts and opinions as an individual? Never
   Always

6. Does the instructor try to interest you in the subject and encourage you to learn more about it? Never
   Always

7. Were your responsibilities in the course (exams, term papers, attendance regulations, etc.) clearly stated and explained? Never
   Always

8. Is the grading system fair? Never
   Always

9. Does the instructor follow his/her stated grading system? Never
   Always

10. Are the methods of testing (examinations, papers, etc.) a valid evaluation of the knowledge and or skills you have gained from this course? Never
    Always

11. Is the instructor sufficiently available to you during regularly scheduled office hours or at other times by appointments? Never
    Always

12. Are assignments relevant and helpful in understanding the subject area? Never
    Always

13. Is the instructor receptive to questions from students either during or outside class? Never
    Always

14. Is the instructor enthusiastic about teaching this course? Never
    Always

15. Does the instructor meet and dismiss class at the scheduled time? Never
    Always

16. Does the instructor return exams and homework promptly? Never
    Always

17. Does the instructor speak clearly and understandably? Never
    Always

18. Does the instructor seem to be free of racial, sexual, religious and political prejudices? Never
    Always

19. What is your overall evaluation of this instructor? Unsatisfactory
    Excellent